
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FAMCO Lighting pays tribute to Founder –  
John “Keith” Caldwell 

We are all saddened by the recent death of John "Keith" Caldwell (20/12/1930 - 28/08/13).  

Keith started Famco Lighting in 1972 (Formally Lumen Design).  

He was a pioneer and innovator in the lighting design industry in New Zealand where 

imports were limited. 

Many of his fittings are still in use today, 

notably his Rimu pan fittings and the 

numerous large church chandeliers he 

designed and made.  

He will be remembered for his poor 

memory of people’s names which he 

made up for by calling everyone, either 

"Chalky" "Cocko" “Chirpy Charlie” or 

"Me old fruit fly". 

Keith retired at 78 years and spent his 

remaining years tending to his gardens 

and fruit trees at his 10 acre lifestyle block called "Millport" in Aokautere near 

Palmerston North, named after his family’s home village in Scotland. 

He will be remembered for his Pride in his family, his love of classical music, his Piano 

and Violin playing skills, Golf, Cricket, hockey + (the odd skateboarding demo) and his 

love of people, every lunchtime  he would read the paper shake his head and say " Why 

can't we all just get along". He also was a generous supporter of many charities. Keith 

was a friend to everyone and will be sadly missed.  
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Famco Lighting 
“High performance, high reliability, cost effective emergency 

lighting systems” 

Famco offers a professional & experienced 
service in emergency lighting with products 
that not only meet but exceed the current 
Australian and New Zealand Standards and 
building codes where applicable, including 
AS/NZS2293, F6 and F8 of the building code. 
Famco offer a comprehensive and 
coordinated range of emergency lighting 
equipment which is marketed throughout 
New Zealand under the FAMCO 
EMERGENCY label. 
 
All Famco emergency lighting products utilize state of the art technology to 
provide high performance, high reliability and cost effective emergency 
lighting systems. 

Famco design, produce and import luminaires 
to suit specific interior and exterior 
architectural requirements. 
Our manufacturing facilities include all the 
equipment and tooling which enables us to 
organise and produce special luminaires. 
 
Our skilful and experienced luminaire 
designers have created thousands of designs 
for varied projects. Famco offers lighting 

design services for interior and exterior areas and has in house photometric, 
EMC and electrical safety laboratory facilities 
capable of testing products to prove their 
performance. 
 

We have a large stock of Famco products with 

most orders supplied over night from our central 

New Zealand warehouse in Palmerston North, this 

includes to Auckland and the South Island. 
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FAMCO LED Goldstar 

“Rated D40 for high photometric performance” 

 

 

 

 

 

Self-contained maintained LED emergency luminaire, complete with flex 

and plug. Designed for either accessible or inaccessible ceilings (recessed 

or surface mounted options) with concealed mounting clip fixing. The LED 

Goldstar is lightweight and manufactured with fire-resistant plastic, it also 

comes with three trims for multiple cut out options.  These trims can be 

powder-coated any colour on request to suit your design requirements.  

Weatherproof option also available, rated IP67 allowing zero ingress of 

water or dust. Rated D40 for high photometric performance and as such 

fewer fittings are required over greater distance because of better, 

brighter performance in comparison with other brands. The quality of this 

Australian made product far exceeds that of its Chinese-made 

counterparts, saving you money in long-term maintenance and 

replacements costs. The LED Goldstar fitting also exceeds current 

AS/NZS2293 standards, lasting four hours forty minutes in emergency 

mode, more than double the required standard for the initial test. 

Click here to go through to the website and view the pdf datasheets and 

photometrics for the F9992. For the black Goldstar just add /BL to the 

product code. Maintained option also available, just add /M to the product 

code when ordering. 

The Goldstar is also compatible with our monitored emergency lighting 

system, the FAMCO MasterMinder. Please prefix the Famco product code 

with "FMX" when specifying or ordering. For further information go straight 

to the Goldstar page on the website here or please phone 0800 4 FAMCO. 

 

  

F9991/SMS/BL F9992/BL F9992 F9991/sms 
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LED Series Freeze-Lite 

“Designed for use in freezers & cool rooms, operating range -30° 

to +20°”  

The Freeze-Lite emergency luminaire incorporates twelve high quality LED’s 

with a polycarbonate impact resistant enclosure. It is rated IP67 

weatherproof, allowing zero ingress of moisture or dust ensuring its long-life 

and high quality output. LED luminaires and batteries hate the cold and 

operate at a decreased efficiency as a result. Thankfully, FAMCO has designed 

and engineered this fitting specifically for use in freezers and cool rooms, 

ensuring optimal output well below freezing level at -30°. 

Rated at D40 the Freeze-Lite has an 

excellent photometric classification, 

meaning the distance between fittings is 

greater due to increased light output, 

saving you money as fewer fittings are 

required. 

Also available is a low temp Maintained 

Exit with decal options. 

The F9937LW/LT is also compatible with our monitored emergency lighting 

system, the FAMCO MasterMinder. Please prefix the Famco product code 

with "FMX" when specifying or ordering. For further information go direct to 

the freeze-lite page on the website here or please phone 0800 4 FAMCO. 

 

 

 

Quality commercial, hospital, cool store, LED emergency & EXIT lighting 

Famco is locally owned and operated providing clients with reliable personal service. Our products are 

sold exclusively through Famco Lighting NZ so you can be sure to get top quality products and service. 

 

 
Contact Us: 

info@famco.co.nz — http://www.famco.co.nz— 0800 4 FAMCO  
153-157 Cuba Street, Palmerston North, 4410, New Zealand. 
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